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c YNICAL OBSERVERS WOULD SUGGEST THAT THE

devastating bombs that hit the Iraqi capital
in October are indicators of election fever
once again rising in Iraq. And perhaps they
would be right – the anxiety levels for many
city-based Iraqis will undoubtedly increase

the closer the January election date comes.
Yet they would also be a little unfair in clinging to their

cynicism. Iraq has clearly improved from being second only to
Afghanistan as the most violent place in the world. It is now
third, and only slightly ahead of Pakistan.
The worst of the sectarian conflict seems to have passed

following the much-vaunted surge of US troops, the buying
off of those Sunnis previously aligned with Al Qaeda affiliates,
and the well-considered standing-down of the Mahdi militia
of Shi’a leaderMuqtada al-Sadr.
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Another ‘will they, won’t they’
election giving cause for concern
inwestern capitals.Now they say
theywill vote in Iraqnextmonth.
Whoever takes power the
problems remain the same and, as
the recent violence has confirmed,
conflicts can easily escalate.
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Provincial elections in January also passed largely without
incident, and returned a range of interestingly varied
governorate councils, suggesting that democracy has taken
hold where people had been incapable of seeing beyond their
immediate communal concerns.
But a little cynicism may yet prove wise in the longer

term. Iraq faces a range of problems next year that will need
to be navigated carefully by leaders who remain
acutely suspicious of each other or, in some cases, caught
in power struggles that could easily turn violent, as among
Shi’a parties. Indeed, the failure of the Council of
Representatives to agree something as fundamental as
the election law until early November, illustrates the enduring
fractious nature of the political elite.
Yet this failing is merely an indicator of wider and

more intense constitutional questions that continue to
haunt Iraq. These include how to organise the state and
order power within it. In effect, will the country be federal
and, if so, how autonomous will the federal units be? Tied
to this is the question of themanagement of natural resources,
especially oil, but including water, and the process by
which revenue will be distributed.
These problems are very serious indeed, and are made

more so by the growing environment of uncertainty among
politicians as the United States moves towards withdrawal.
Depending upon whether a referendum on the date for
departure detailed in last year’s Status of Forces Agreement –
which governs the US military presence in Iraq – occurs in
January, this could be verymuch sooner than later.

STAND-OFF ON THE TRIGGER LINE
Of immediate concern is the relationship between

Baghdad and the Kurdistan region; observers focus on the
borderlands between the two for good reason. This region,
known in US circles as the ‘trigger line’, covers a vast area

of Iraq. Running from the
north-west border with
Syria, following the Tigris
and ending at the Iranian
border at a point further south
than Baghdad itself, these
disputed territories include
major population centres like
Mosul and Kirkuk, and
contain very considerable oil
reserves as well.
Tensions are high. The

Kurdish leadership and the
Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri Al-
Maliki have confronted each
other in a dangerous game of
brinkmanship over the last two
years, with Iraqi security forces
and Kurdish peshmerga very
nearly falling into conflict in
Khanaqin in August last year.

The province of Ninevah is particularly tense with some of
the worst violence. Following the election in January of the
Arab nationalist Hadhba list to the Ninevah governorate
council, the stand-off between Kurds and Arabs/Turkmens in
Mosul has reached new and very dangerous levels.
An invisible but very real dividing line separates

federal troops loyal to Maliki from regional forces under
President Massoud Barzani’s command. Many observers
believe that if there is to be a Kurd-Arab war in Iraq, it will
start in Ninevah, rather thanKirkuk.

ALL ROADS LEAD TO KIRKUK
But even if Kirkuk is not as far along the continuum of

instability as Mosul, the political issues focused there are the
most critical that face the country. Indeed, all roads, politically
speaking, seem to lead to Kirkuk at present, with virtually
every issue of any relevance having a Kirkuk component.
The status of Kurdistan’s position in Iraq rests on

identifying Kurdistan’s boundaries and Kirkuk’s place either
within or beyond them. The final territorial solution for
Kirkuk will require extensive and detailed power-sharing
arrangements that have not been considered beyond themost
superficial theoretical level.
Kirkuk is also home to the largest oil field in the north,

which straddles the boundary between the Kurdistan region
and government-controlled Iraq, making it virtually
impossible for any development of the field to take place
without there first being a political agreement between Erbil
and Baghdad. Without such an agreement, the legislative
process concerning Iraq’s oil law will continue to be
moribund, further undermining the oil industry.
The Kirkuk nexus now shapes the landscape of Iraqi

politics in a way that no other issue can. The Council of
Representatives’ delay in passing the elections law governing
voting in January, which is demanded by the constitution,
followed the boycotting of the debate by Kurdish
parliamentarians over procedures for voting in Kirkuk. This
debacle is indicative of the tangled mess of conditional
situations that now hamstrings the legislative process and
taints the wider political environment.

BUILDING ALLIANCES
Still, Iraq is in election season and that means the

aggregation of political blocs ready to compete, whenever
voting happens. The manoeuvring among Shi’a parties has
attracted attention from many observers who have been
particularly keen to detect signs of Iranian encouragement,
one way or the other.
The formations that have emerged largely reflect the division

betweenMaliki’s Da’waParty and the Islamic SupremeCouncil
of Iraq (ISCI) that became particularly stark following ISCI’s
poor showing in the Januarymunicipal elections.
Developing his successful State of Law list that did sowell in

January, Maliki has tried to broaden its nationalist appeal by
bringing in independent politicians and as many secularists
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andSunnis as possible. This proved relatively easy, especially in
the disputed territories. Presenting himself as the defender of
national integrity against the threat posed by theKurds,Maliki
succeeded in attracting a range of non-Shi’a groups desperate
to challengewhat they see as their biggest threat.
Yet while the State of Law ticks the boxes in terms of

representation, it is questionable whether it has the weight to
succeed at the polls, particularly when Maliki’s biggest
competitors – ISCI and the Sadr Movement – have joined to
form the Iraqi National Alliance (INA).
In a move almost certainly driven by necessity rather

than brotherly love, the National Alliance brings together
two of the country’s largest parties, largest militias, and
most important clerical families. If it works, it could
achieve spectacular results in Shi’a dominated areas, but
has virtually no support across the remainder of Iraq, such
is its overtly sectarian nature.
The scene is therefore set for a highly-charged political

struggle between these two blocs. As ever, questions are being
asked aboutwhich bloc Iran favours and, as ever, the answer is
the same: in all likelihood, both. As long as the winning bloc
recognises the importance of the relationship with Tehran,
and as long as neither has the ability, irrespective of
aspiration, to build a truly vibrant unified nationalist
movement, then Tehran would have every reason to
congratulate either as victor.

CHALLENGES AHEAD
Whether Iraq has its elections or not, serious challenges

loom for the next government and, interestingly, the pattern
of these has not changed significantly over the last few years –
state structure, revenue agreements, disputed territories,
democratisation – but the resolution will perhaps be even
harder to achieve.
It is highly unlikely that the next primeminister, even if it is

Maliki again, will have the same authority as currently
because of the possibility of a far more fractured post-election
political landscape. The Council of Representatives itself
looks as though it will consist of a large but internally chaotic
set of Shi’a groups, a vibrant but disorganised cluster of Sunni
groupings, and a shrunken but coherent Kurdish group that
will prove adept at blocking any legislation that does not
satisfy Kurdistan’s demands.
Of course, this scenario could work out in one of

two ways: it could raise tensions to the point where
situations erupt and violence escalates, or it could
prompt political leaders to find new ways to resolve
old problems that require meaningful consensus
building and compromise.
Most would point to the first as the most likely but, just

maybe, Iraqi politicians have learned valuable lessons about
the importance of compromise in an environment that is
still immensely fragile.

‘Whether Iraq has its elections or not,
serious challenges loom for the next
government and, interestingly, the
pattern of these has not changed
significantly over the last few years’


